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through a forked passage 36 to a pipe 37 supage from the recesses 35 will be reduced. A
stronger 也han normal thrust on the support memplying a suitable fluid under pressure.
The car is, in effe的， suspended by these member 也herefore does not cause contac也 to be made,
since the effective repelling force is automatically
bers M, and the curved section of the members
and rails, as shown in Fig. 4, permits slight side- 5 increased.
wise motion w抗hou也 reducing the effec七 iveness
顶用en, on the other hand, th自 load decreases
of the elevating means.
while 毛he applied fluid pressure remains the same,
The reaction of the 组uid supplied through the
毛he clearance be在ween 出巴 support member and
pipes 31 to the recesses 35 introduces fluid pres －也e rail increases somewhat. Fluid or gas 古hen
sure between 毛he bearing members 34 and the ‘ 10 escapes from the recesses 35 and the pressure
within the recesses drops, owing to the action
rails 32 and provides a fluid filni ,between the
of the holes 44 in restricting 毛he inward flow.
coacting curved surfaces which guide .the car C
axially along the transporta拢。n tube T. As the
、 Not only is the car supported against variation
member 34 and rails 32 are disposed at the top, , o.f Iciad, but also, l:Jy the use of pairs of inclined
bo毛毛om and both sides of 也he car，也he car.is cen- 15-.recesses 35 provision is made in each suppor也
tered by fluid pressure exerted i丑 four convergmember agains在 1前era! displacement of said
ing directions, and frictional contac也 between
member and associated parts.
fixed and moving par也s is substan也ially elimiAccidental strong jars will 也end to produce connated. Propulsion is obtained by traction mem-. . . siderable forces against the rails 32 and these
bers associated with certain elevating me立1bers 缸。 forces, being momentary~ may no也 afford time for
34 and operated by gas _or vapor. pressure, as
pressure adjustments in the recesses 35 as dewill be described.
scribed. I therefore prefer 泣1 many cases to
This use of liquidi; and gases for sustaining
adopt 毛he modified cons也ruction shown in Figs. 5
and propelling the car renders it difficult to mainand 6, in which each recess 35 and connected
tain an extremely high vacuum, and. for this 25 passage 44 is formed in a cylindrical plug Ii&
reason the car is not only made pointed at both
slidable in a coηesponding recess 盯 in the elevating member 34αand yieldingly pressed toward
ends, as shown in Fig. 2, but also has a cross
sec位on considerably less 也han that of the transthe rail 32 by a heavy coil spring 48. In order
portation tube, in order that such gas as is presto permit independent movement of the plugs 46
en在 will pass freely along th_e sides of the car 30 (Fig. 6) a flexible supply pipe 31αmay be used.
without building up a pressure region in front.
.Axial movemen也 Of 在he cylindrical plug 46 is
Because of 出e high temperature which may b击
facili切ιed by small rollers 50 mounted i丑 the side
walls of the cylindrical openings 41 (Fig. 8).
produced by impact wi也h any gas in the tube T,
even of low deruii也.y, both ends of the car are
The ends of 34 and 34αare preferably covered
preferably covered with a 毛hin highly refractory 35 with streamlined caps 34b, Fig. 5, which decrease
layer of insula也.ing material and may be cooled
a_ir resistance. and at 出e same time tend to force
at very high speed by the circulation of a cooladditional gas into the space between 34 or 34α
ing fluid in a jaclrnt. space 39 (Fig. 2) under each
and 32.
conical end, the cooling circulation being mainIn Fig. 7 I have shown an optional constructained by means of a pump 3~ and a refrigerat- 40 tion in which use - of the zig-zag holes 44 is
泣ig unit ~D.
avoided by using a porous metal plug 52 instead
As 也here is continuous addition of gases to the
of 也he plug 46 previously described. The plug 52
transportation tube during car operatio口， absorbis sliqably mounted in a recess 53 in a cylindrical
irig devices 42 (Fig. 3) are installed on the transsupporting member 54 and is firmly pressed outportation tube. a也让itervals, these being herein国 45 warci against a shoulder 55 by fluid pressure apafter described and being arranged relatively
plied through the connection 36a. The fluid unclose together near the ends of .the tuj)e for a
der pressure, injected through the porous plug
reason 归 be expfained.
· .
.
52, forms a film be也ween ·the plug and the rail
A supporting fluid, either liql!lid or g邸， is forced32 as in the construction shown in Fig. 6.
tprough small holes 413 (Fig. 4) to ~he elevating 5~ ： ·Normally, the entire outer. surface of the plug
recesses 35. The action is as follows: High fluid
52 adjacent to the rail 32 is at high pressure, bu在
pressure is applied through the holes. 44,_ and
this pressure decreases if the clearance between
this pressure is exerted on ~he rail 32 over the
support and rail becomes excessive, owing to 也he
entire cross section of each, recess 35. The fluid
resistance of the pores of the plug, which correescapes around the edge of this recess, if the 邱 E sponds to the resistance of the angularly formed
holes 44 when clearance is increased with the
applied pressure is adequate. The pressure in the
resul仁ing film between the part 34 ·(Fig. 4) and
form shown in Figs. 4 or 6.
the rail 32 falls off rapidly, arid the fluid fin~lly
A也 very higq car speeds, the energy used in
escapes into the. tube T around 由e edge of 毛he
overcomjng the viscosity of 出e thin films present
support member 30 .. Resistance is preferably in- 60 in the recesses 35 and especially in the small
clearances between 也e members 34 (Fig. 4) and
troduced in毛o the small holes 咽，也1s being ob阳ined most simply by placing one or more sharp
rails 32, will be so great 也at considerable hea也－
bends in each hole, as shown.
ing will resllit. This will tend to reduce the
S古able action under a varying load is obtained
viscous resis在ance and hence the heating i古self.
也hrough the combiilation of the relatively large 65. Thus, if a liquid is used to supply pressure, the
cross section of the recess臼 35 and the resistance
he时 W扫I tend to convert this into a gas or vapor
in the holes 44. · ’Thus, if the lo乱don 也he car
having much les臼 viscosity. Further, any gas or
part bearing the recess 35 increases and the presvapor will, in turn, tend to become highly heated,
sure applied to the hole 44 remains cons切拙， the
reducing the viscosi毛y even more.
rate of flow through the hole 44 will decrease, 70
This hea也 produced within the film will not
and pressure will be built up within, the recess
warm the rail 32 ·app.reciably, since it will occur
35. Since the recess is shallow, the pressure will
only momen阳rily at any particular point on 胁e
rise quickly. 乱1Ioreov~r, the pressu可e will tend to
rail. Heat will, however; tend to accumulate on
remain high, sinc~， with diminished clearance
the support members or plugs 46 (Fig. 6) and
between support member 34 an.d rail 32; the leak- ·74 · hence these members should: be faced with ~
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porous plug type of.support t
也ion.
memt>er，也he. materiaL of the . plug 、 should, be ♂ a
A: gas or ·vapor under high pressure is supplied '
gpod. conductor. of heat and 剖 .the same 、 time, M to a nozzle or other orifice "12 (Fig，的 in the.
should have a high melting point. A porous pres－缸’action member. The gas m町 be piped flexibly
sur~ed . alloy such as a孔 alloy_ of copper and,
from a suitable supply or may be-produced in a
饥mgsten; used wi国 an oxygen-free 负u埠， is mos也，
combustion.chamber13. The gas.orvapor, pass帽
d!lsirable. It will be seen tha毛， altho:ugh the
i:ti:g_，乱也 high. speed. from. 也his nozzle,.which is inporous: disc or plug is less. simple th乱n 也he re'.': lOEclined'cmodera切ly. to. the axis. ofιhe car, passes
in切咱 .long 巾.curved .slot .or .passage .. 'I Ii ex也ending
cessed p1ug, i也 has the advantage of transferringι
the heat.ge丑erated in the active film to the enalong.~ 恤e middle .. par在 oLa ～ rail 15, as shown
也·e incoming gas as i也 passes. through, the pJug.
diagrammatically in.Fig. 9.. In the preferred conThus_ .the resulting. gas constitutes the en也ire:
struc也ion， ιhe·passage.14 is formed between vanes
active film, and、 there can be . no li旦uiq, or low 15 ror·:blades、 16 、（Figs. 10 and 11）毛hat_.receive the
tempera也ure. part, lost .before 祖 it has. had .. time 、
gas fr.om，拍e nozzle -'12 -nearly, 阳ngentially. The
to become highly heated.
也E乱ction. member 10 has .. a：、
Cooling fins or va丑es 51 (Figs. 5, 6 and 7) are , vided ..with. similar~ vanes_ 'IB 队＂ The. vanes l自 ·and
used on the ,members 46 and 54, the .tempera'HJ.t:extend.:arounci.separatebars.or.rods. 81! and·
ture being reduced by. radiation. Even thougl:i : 20.· 81 respectively,. which .bars: are 、 secured to . the
bu也 little gas is present in the tr乱丑sportation ·
va丑esJ 自 .and ll: respectively and accur乱tely ”吕pace
tube, the high car speed will cause a considerable
the .inner cedges;of·.said vanes axially .of . the. bars.
τhe rail 15:.may:be.a:separate element or.m.町也
mass fl.ow to take place along these cooling fins.
飞Nhen the car is no毛 being el巳vated and yet
constitute、 a丑 integr乱l p乱r也. of. the upper sup翩
吕liding、 is taking place, as. in starting; stopping， ι25.POr也让1g. rail: .32.;pr.eviausly described.
and accidentally during transit, means is required
Gas ;from、 the nozzle J2. passes .ala丑g the two
to reduce the unavoidable friction on the rails.
sets：」、of:. vanes 二 or : passages, push坦g 、＇. aga.i口吕也 the
For this purpose, an an也i-.friction metal.that recar. 乱nd supply.ing acceleration when bet :ee且也he
sists wear is desired. in the form. of. shoes l.iO . traction member vane n an乱，being. redirected ..
(Fig. 5) at the ends of the suppo的 members 34. 30':when ：』·between· 、the、 rail、 vanes l~h .As theιgases
This figure shows two inserted shoe surfaces 自由，
fiow:ar.ound;.thecrods,80 andJH, they .do. not inpreferably graphited to reduce friction, and havterfere '.wi也h ~each 、0位1er on entering 由~and. le乱ving,
ing a. metal, .as tungsten, of great hardness and
也ae~、 respective. passages.
high melting poin也 distributed throughout the
The length of the traction"member HJ ..should.
material. The shoe surfaces preferably project a 35::be· such .tha也乱111 岛he,va口巳s l7 are utilized when.,
the car speed is low or moderate. A greater
small distance, as 0.0005 ”, ·beyond the supportirtg surface irt order to avoid wear on the latter.
length-: would cause 北he. speed .·.of.. the gas along
the .vanes._to ,_be reduced:considerably by friction. 1
Suitable means, such as the valve .30 in the
paten也一 to Eells No. 1,053;368, may. be provided
and i也 would no也 then.supply a propulsive effect;"
to v乱ry the air pressure in accordance with the 40 '· .When1 胁e car ;is .traveling a也 high speed, .few二’
load, so that the c乱r may be kept normally clear
interchanges of gas betw.een .traction member and 马
of the rails when in motion. Tlie forces retrack will occur before the gase吕 h乱ve lo日也 all
useful velocity, i. e. velocity·in·excess of the forquired- at the sides and bottom of …the car are.
merely for the purpose of providing .steadiness,
ward·velocity of the car .. As soon asιhis happens,
al1<:l hence the area of these pressure recesses 45 毛he gases will automatically be left behind. To 、
may be small and supplied ·at constant pressure.
be .effective, the gas from the redirecting vanes
76 in, the .rail mu的 move out with a speed greater· .A liquid is preferred to a gas for use as the
active fluid, since a large mass of the liquid ·may,.
tl!lan 出矶时也he car.
be stored in the car v.nder moderate pressure,
.There will be a. considerable elevating force
50 .- produced by the gases as 出ey move along the se也
occupying comparatively little bulk~
Whenthe tr乱nsportaticin tube is curved, r乱ther
of vanes connected with 也he car, especially if the
than s也raight, lateral suppor七 ·members and rails
entering and leaving edges of the blades are no也
on ·each side of the car are essential. All ·four
也oo. nearly tangential. The reactive force prorails are then twisted or displaced in the tube T
duced.by gas告s passing completely through a pasat each curve, so tha也 the center of gravity of 55 sage be也wee且也wo vanes as s):lown in Fig. 12 is
the ·car will still be substantially in the plane
evidently .in the direction of the arrowα， and is
in:cluding the top and bottom rails and where
如11ice what would be produced if the gas were
the Tesulting force is loc乱ted. This reduces the_
m,erely stoped rather than redirected. This force,
as shown in the 负gure, has a component a' in the
forces on the lateral rails to that required merely
to provide steadiness.
60 :a军ial direction, which produces acceleratio口， and
a ,component a ” in.the ou也ward and radial direcAceel erαtion απd decelerαtion
tion, which produces. an eleva也ing force or lift.
The preferred 于 tractio卫 means operates by. gas
There c乱n be a considerable separation be也ween
action; or· by gas rebound as i也 may niore prnp.,.
the traction member .71! .and the rail 75 and ye也
erly be termed, to increase or decrease the speed OIL.With ivery li忱le leakage of gas. 飞IVhen the gas
of the car., and .is shown in Figs. 9F 10· and 11.
crosses the gap between the traction member and
The 也ractio丑 means is located in a.traction memthe track, the. speed is so high th2,t there is but
ber 10 (Fig. 9) and for .simplicity only one traclit也le tendency for. leakage to take place tow町d
tion member 70. for acceleration is shown. on
the sides. ’The entering edges of the grooves 76
the car C in Fig. 2,. although one at each end 70 ·or l7 .are preferably beveled, as shown in Fig. 12α
may be .used if desired. A similar traction mem:to ,preven也 high speed gas from striking the edge _
ber 丁 i is shown for deceleration.
of. a recess.
Each traction member 70 or ll should be assoAs the,traction members thus also produce lift,
a .simple form of this general method of transciated with a support member 30 for the reason
tha也 if springs were .used back. of .traction mem- ·'II; p9r阳也ion is.p913siblein which two ‘ traction .mem ..
In’也he:case of 也he
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For low or moderate speeds, the, jet velocity
bustion chamber, and ~the combus'tion gases are
from-the propelling nozzles 12 (Fig. 9) can be
discharged at high speed from the nozzle.12.
relatively low,. an'.d hence·a single liquid. will be
These matters will no也 be further .described,
·su纽cient.
This is heated to· vapor within the
forming no par也 of the ,present inve丑tion.
·car and· 出en ejected. through 俨出e members 34 · 5
The produc毛s of complete_ combustion ()f the
for elevation and through. the members 911 and
oxygen and .gasoline are water .and c盯bon
soα.（ Fig. 18) for. acceleration. or deceleration.
dioxide, both. of which have relatively high vapor
The use of a single liquid. facilitates main北enpressures, especially 'the latter. Hence absorbers
anc巳 of the vacuum.
飞’
as I ~－ IJ (Fig. 2) or 42. <Fig. 3), are required at inThe simplest liquid to produce an active vapor 10 tervals, along、也he tube T. Calcium. chloride may
is卢 mercury, contained in a bo丑er II.JO (Fig;_ 22) .
.be used as the absorbing. sub.stance for the .water
This boiler is ...car甘ully insulated m 剖 t DI to
vapor and a metal, metallic 、 oXide or metallic
reduce hea古 loss and to avoid too great heating
'hydroxide may be used for the. carbon:dioxide.
of the interior of the car. The vapor is led by_
.Tb_e liquid for the elevating .members may now
pipes ! !Vi! to the 、 elevating, acceler乱ting 乱nd de- 15 .be either water or liquid carbon dioxide, supplied
respectively from 乱 boiler or from .a _pressure
celerating. members. The ~ preferred means of
heating the boiler is by an· elec也rical resistance
qylinder, si!lce absorbers for bot『h vapors are
R enclosed within 也he heat insulating covering
necessarily present in the. transportation tube.
As soon as deceleration starts,.at..the_ midpoin也
of the boiler. Current is led to the boiler heater
from two c乱rbon electrodes I 03 (Figs. 1αand 22) 20 of tl币， journey or at the._termim.tion of.a con、 coacting with 饥NO rails fll4 held in an insulating
stant high 13peed period, the gas or vapor.in the
support' !05-on‘毛he tube-T. The rails fll4 carry
tub 巳 T begins to be compressed in front. of the
the- current--for -the heating coil R. The .ad，
γanes !l2, and this compress,ion con也inues . as more
vantage of elee也ric-heating over he乱ting0by CO口ivapor is gathered up ;until 也he.end of. the journey.
_bU:stion:is 毛hat-there ’－will be>no products of co口i- ·25. The density of .the vapor or. gas therefore tends
bustiO:n to esGape ιnto --the ·transportation tube
·to rise toward. the ends of 书，＿he tube T and. hence
or to be caughιand-re:也a-iried-within the car,
the absorbers 42 are spaced, closer together t。”
If. the afr is--ini也iaUy--removed from the transward the ends,eas indicated .in Fig._ 3.
portation·tube-T,-a-faii'ly' high vacuum can be
Havip.g describedιhe details of construction
main fained without- pumping, due to the rela- 30 oL my improved transpor,tf'J,tion_ system ，位ie operation .thereof is believed_ to be_ cleai;ly apparent.
tively low v岛por -tension-of the mercury. The
mer巳口ry will 、be -deposited uniformly over the
唱Then. the car is in, motion and、 press.ure is. supinner· Wall ·Of 毛he :tube T arid' -will run down to
plied to the SJlpporting and stabilizing .devices,
the bottom where. it 卢 can、 be removed by using ！也he car will .practically travel on a pressurized
receptacles I !II (Fig. 2) located at intervals along a5 fluid film disposed J:ietween the supp.orting .dethe bottom of the tube T, these receptacles being
vices and the guiding rails. _At the. same time,
rapid s,cceleration or deceleration _may be 」剖－
cooled by outside refriger日；ting coils 111 operated
by any convenie:1也－refrigera也ing0means叮 112 driven
tained by the supply 一 of;,gase吕. urider pressure
by a motor I f3, the cooling facilitating.condensa, thi:o11gh th~ nozzle~ to the.accdei:atmig_devices 111
tion.
40 oi'!l(l or to the corresponding dec巳lerating devices.
Steam may be used conveniently as the acI have also described effective means for main”
tive fluid in place of mercury vapor for modertaining a substantial vacuum in the transportaate car speeds over comparatively long distances,
tion tube by condensation or· absorption of the
the boiler l!lll (Fig. 22) then containing water.
gases or vapors which are released in the tube by
Special means to maintain the vacuum will then 45 the operation of the elevating or accelerating debe necessary, owing to the appreciable vapor
vices.
Having thus described my invention and the
pressure of water at ordinary temperatures.
The water vapor in the transportation tube
ad飞rantages thereof, I do not wish to be limited
may be removed by receptacles and cooling coils,
to the details herein disclosed, otherwise than
as explained for mercury, or by 乱bsorption pro- 50 as set forth in the claims, but what I claim is:
1. In a vacuum tube transportation system
duced by a suitable substance in containers 42
having a tube maintained under a substantial
(Fig. 3) or I I 哥（ Fig. 2). One such substance is
ceJcium chloride, from which the water m乱y be
vacuum, a car mounted to slide in said tube and
later removed by heating, after closing off the
means to accelerate said car, separate supporting
receptacle as I ! !l by a large valve ! 15 乱丑d then 55 devices on said car and coacting rails in said tube,
unfastening and removing the receptacle from
that improvemen也 which comprises means to
the tube. A small valve I I 6 allows air to enter
fore巳 a pressurized fluid through said separate
the recep阳巳le when the valve n 5 is closed, thus
supporting devices and against said rails to eleequalizing the air pressure inside and outside
vate and clear said 四r from said rails.
2. The combination in a vacuum tube transof this receptacle before removal. ’This valve 60
also permits exhausting the receptacle, after repor帕拉on system as set forth in claim 1, in which
the supporting devices have recesses exposed to
p!acement. and before the valve ! Hi is opened.
For f8Jr甘 high velocities, the film resistance
said rails and also have restricted but open conof the ele飞rating recesses 3~ (Fig. 6) or of the pornections through which a limited flow only of
ous 试n明白（ Fig. 7) wi11 be so high that the 65 丑uid under pressure may be delivered to said reli.auid may be piped directly from the boiler 1110
cesses.
（有＇ig. 22). the liquid becoming vapor in the nar3. The combin乱tion. in a vacuum tube transrow ":pace between the elevating member and the
portation system as set forth in claim 1, in which
ran.
the supporting devices have recesses exposed to
For ver;r high car speeds, a high velocity of the 70 saicl rails and also have open zig-zag passages
gases from the nozzles 12 is required for effithrough which fluid under pressure may be 归国
cient operation. This necessitates the u垣e of high
livered to said recesses, and the flow of said
fluid being restricted by said passages.
energy fuels in a combustion chamber 15 as shown
inFig.23. Tanks 120and 121 supplyliquidoxy4. Thecombinationinavacuumtubetra口sporgen and gasoline or equivalent liquids to the com翩 7f> tion system as set forth in claim 1, in which said
‘
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11·
devices have porous metal plugs engaging said
rails and in which means is provided to force 组uid
under pressure through said plugs and agains也
said rails.
5. ’I'he combination in a vacuum tube transportation system as set forth in claim 1, in which the
coacting surfaces of the supporting devices and
rails are respectively convex and concave segmental surfaces.
6. In a vacuum 阳be transportation syst巳m
having a tube maintained under a substantial
vacuum, a car mounted to slide in said 也ube, fluidpressure means to substantially prevent friction
between said car and tube, a :rail in said tube
and an accelerating device on said car, tha也扫卫幡
provement which compris臼 providing said rail
and device with coacting helical gas passages,
and providing means to supply gas under pressure to said coacting passages.
7. ’The combination in a vacuum tube transpor‘
tation system as set forth in claim 6, in which a
combustion chamber in said accelerating device
is effective to supply cor出ustion g臼es under
high pressure direct to said coacti吨 passages.
8. In a vacuum tube transportation system
having a tube maintained under a subs阳ntial
vacuum, a car mounted to slide in s时 tube,
a rail in said tube, an accelerating device on
said car tha也 improvement which comprises providing said rail with a series of inclined buckets
extending throughout its length and in providing
said accelerating device with an inclined nozzle
and in providing a limited number of inclined
buckets therein, and means to supply gas under
pressure to said nozzle, acceleration being produced by the compression. and rebound of the
gases released by said nozzle and redirected by
said coacting buckets.
9. In a vacuum tube transportation system
having a tube maintained under a substantial.
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vacuum and a car mounted to slide in said tube,
that improvemen古 which comprises car －创ippor也－
ing means. opera也ing by 也he slow escape and
vaporization of a pressurized fluid between fixed
3 and mov曲•le parts, and decelerating means coacting with said released vapors and comprising
a plurality of overlapping va口es mounted for
radial ou也ward movement to fixed position on
said car and in the annular space between 毛he
10 car and the tube, said vanes engaging and com.pressing said vapors to cushion and decelerate
said car
ROBERT H. GODDARD.
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